
 
 

 

 
Teacher’s Guide Course 2 - The Locks 

 
This course examines each of the lock options in a digital game. It explains each lock type, 
gives clue examples and  includes a sample digital game, reflection questions and follow up 
activities. 
 
Course Pacing:  

1. Lesson Video 5 minutes   
2. Digital Game - 10 Minutes 
3. Reflection Discussion- 10 minutes 
4. Small Group Activity - 15 minutes 
5. Extension Digital Game - 10 minutes   

 
Course 2 Video Script: 

1. Welcome to Breakout EDU Game Design. Before we you can start creating games on 
the Digital Platform, you need to get to know your Digital Locks.  

2. Digital Locks mean no keys to keep track of, and you can’t lock yourself out (unless 
you forget the combination . . . better make sure you write it down!)   

3. You also get to choose how players will open your locks.  You are in control! Locks 
may be set to open individually, in any order, or the locks may be connected - 
meaning they must be opened in order, one lock leads to the next.  

4. You have five Digital Locks to choose from - ABC (letters), Number, Directional, 
Shape and Color. We will take a look at the locks and combination options and  share 
clue examples for each. 

5. Once you do choose your lock, you have the option of uploading an image, adding a 
written text, or embedding a video as the prompt.  You may also add additional text 
or a story to accompany the image, text or Video puzzle.  

6. So what will it be? ABC, 123, shapes, colors or directions? Let’s look at some of the 
clues you might create for each of these locks. 

7. With the ABC Lock you may choose a combination that is up to 10 letters long. Note 
that there are no spaces in the event you choose a two word combination. The 
Combination does not have to be a word, it might be an acronym, letter pattern, or 
abbreviation.  

8. Here are two examples of ABC Clues. In the one on the left, players will figure out the 
first letter of each image to come up the the 5 letter word. The clue on the right is a 
bit more challenging. Players will need to decipher the binary code and will find it 
asks a question. There may be more research involved to find the 4 letter answer to 
the posed question. 

9. 1-2-3-4-5! With the Number lock. you may have a combination of up to 5 numbers. 
Number clues may involve counting, numbering, ordering, and math,  

10. These are both examples of puzzles that lead to a Number combination. The image 
on the left  is a 5 digit number - you need to look very closely and pay attention to 



 
 

 

the details to figure out the numbers and what order to put them in.  The image and 
text on the right go together. The text lets players know they need to do a little math 
with the squares on Steve’s head to come up with a 4 digit number. 

11. Go left, go right, up down or is it north, south, east, west? The Directional Lock lets 
you create clues that must be solved by figuring out these directions. While maps are 
always a great fit with a Directional Lock, there are also many other ways to use this 
lock in your game. 

12. Spidey is hanging around trying to figure out what order to enjoy the bugs caught in 
his web, If you follow them in order according to the number of bugs in each web, 
you will discover the direction combination. The NASA clue on the right will involve a 
bit of research. Starting at the upper left circle, players will follow the path of all of 
the past NASA missions to come up with the correct directions. 

13. Circle, Square, Triangle, Star or Diamond are the choices for the shape lock. 
14. Players need to closely examine the hats each of the turkeys are wearing as they 

read the poem, to figure the shapes and the order.  A little musical knowledge helps 
with the clue on the right, but if you do not know your notes, you may need to do a 
little research to figure out the combination. 

15. You have ten color options for this lock. Red, green orange, blue, brown, yellow, 
purple, gray, white and black, and you may use any combination of up to five colors 
in your lock combination. 

16. There are lots of fun options with this lock. The first example uses some knowledge of 
coding to come up with the combination, and in the second clue, players will need to 
realize that those three letter sets have something to do with world travel.  

17. So what will it be? ABC, 123, circle star triangle,  blue green red, or up down left? The 
choice of locks and combination will be up to you. Which lock will you use to 
challenge your players thinking? 

18. Time to Reflect: Which lock type do you think has the most possibilities? Pause the 
video here and discuss this with your class. 

19. Let’s Check your Locktitude- visit the link to play a game that uses all 5 locks. We are 
setting the time for 10 minutes; I am sure that will be plenty of time, but if you run out, 
you will have to start all over and try again. Good Luck! 

 
  
Digital Game: Ida’s Lost Locks 

● Link to Game --  Bit.ly/lostlocks 
https://platform.breakoutedu.com/game/digital/ida-s-lost-locks-78 

● Students will also find the link shared at the end of the instruction video. 
This Digital Game includes a puzzle that uses each of the 5 lock types. 

● Once players have completed the game, they will see Reflection Questions 2 and 3.. 
They should discuss these questions with their small groups until all groups have 
completed the Digital Breakout Game. 

● Once all students have completed the Digital Breakout, take time to discuss and 
share all of the reflection questions. 

https://platform.breakoutedu.com/game/digital/ida-s-lost-locks-78


 
 

 

 
Reflection Questions:  

1. Which lock type do you think has the most possibilities? ( in video) 
2. What did you learWhich lock type do you think has the most possibilities?n about 

yourself while playing the game? (end of game reflection) 
3. How would you change one of the puzzles? (end of game reflection) 
4. If you could add another lock type to a game, what type of lock would it be? What 

kind of puzzles would you create for the new lock? 
5. What might you do differently the next time you are playing a digtial Breakout EDU 

Game? 
 
Small Group or Partner Activity:  

● Link to printable activity pdf - bit.ly/BreakoutEDU-Student2  
● Pick  one of the lock types. List several possible combinations for this lock that fit in 

with your Subject Game theme. Work backwards and come up with a puzzle that will 
lead you to that combination. Share your lock ideas with your group. 

 
Extension Digital Game: 
Winter Sports: 
https://platform.breakoutedu.com/game/digital/winter-sports-136 
 
 
 

http://bit.ly/BreakoutEDU-Student2
https://platform.breakoutedu.com/game/digital/winter-sports-136

